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CROSSBOW HUNTERS FIND THEIR BEST PRACTICE PARTNER IN THE NEW-FOR-2013  
RINEHART® X-BOW BRUTE™ 

 
Leading high-performance archery target manufacturer Rinehart® Targets has added the new Rinehart X-Bow Brute™  
to its Signature Series of targets for 2013, providing serious crossbow hunters with unmatched quality and durability that 
can bring a hault to bolts that leave even the most powerful crossbows. 
 
As its name implies, the new Rinehart X-Bow Brute is the ʻbruteʼ of all crossbow targets, ready to take on your practice 
sessions in full force.  It boasts unbelievable crossbow bolt stamina that can outlast seasons of harcore practice without 
breaking down.  The targetʼs advanced composition is to thank for its arrow-stopping diligence which features the 
companyʼs Signature Rinehart Solid Self-healing Foam filled from its corners to its core.  And legendary is no 
understatement; this same foam has recently earned its sibling targets prestigious awards and industry recognition.  
Plus, this same technology allows even crossbow bolts to be extracted with ease, which can often be a concern when 
shooting bolts at competitor targets. 
 
The Rinehart X-Bow Brute is perfect for long-range crossbow shooting, providing six shootable sides that feature the 
companyʼs highly visible target zones and patterns.  Four of these sides consist of one large target zone for honing, 
surrounded by four smaller zones, while the remaining two faces boast twelve smaller target zones for consistent arrow 
shooting and placement.  Adding to the targets unmatched levels of versatility, shooters can easily post paper targets to 
practice their perfect shot at any number of animals and target zones that match their game of choice.  Plus, while the 
target is definitely a big ʻbruteʼ, itʼs light enough to take into the field and provide a safe, secure place to unload your 
cocked, ready to fire crossbow. 
 
Shooters often face issues with smaller square targets constantly moving once hit with a powerful bolt on one side or 
another.  This is not a concern with the Rinehart X-Bow Brute.  It measures a large 16x16x16 perfect square and will 
stay put no matter what angle you shoot at, making your practice session more efficient and effective.   
 
In addition, there is no hanging or cumbersome set-up required with the Rinehart X-Bow Brute – simply grab the handy 
rope handle, toss and take your best shot, thatʼs it!  Not only is the target easy to transport, its square shape slips right 
into your truck bed or SUV, making packing for any trip a breeze.  And, with extreme resistance to sun, heat and cold, 
this target is ready for action all year long — rain or shine. 
 
For more information about the new Rinehart X-Bow Brute Target — or Rinehartʼs extensive line of premium quality 
targets for bowhunters and competitive archers — contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, Janesville, WI 53546 • 
Telephone: (608) 757-8153 • Or visit www.rineharttargets.com 
 

“Like us" on  for the latest Rinehart news and for a chance to win a new Rinehart target. 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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